Instructions are as follows:

Go to: http://biomed.missouri.edu/wp-admin

Log in using your Pawprint credentials.

Under Pages in the left hand menu, select All Pages.

Hover over your page link and select Edit.

The content in the main WSIWG editor is the only content that should be modified.

The last button of the editor window on the right is the Toggle Toolbar function, click on it to expand options.

On the right hand side is a dialogue box titled Publish, always Preview Changes before hitting the Update button.

*Please steer clear of the Media Grid, Jetpack and Media options on the left until we can figure out a way to hide those. You can add media to your page, but we don't want folks modifying anything in the library as it will break things on the site.

*Please do not alter the page title as it will break the linkage to your page.